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EE650R:   Reliability Physics of Nanoelectronic Devices 
Exercise:   Negative Bias Temperature Instability (Lecture 8-12) 
Date:   Sep 26, 2006 
Program:   A. E. Islam and H. Kufluoglu 
 
 
Familiarize yourself with the nanotechnology simulation hub and Device Reliability (DevRel) as 
follows: Connect to www.nanohub.org and select Online Simulation. Request a member account.  
After logging on, select Tool Index and then DevRel.  After you have familiarized yourself with 
running DevRel and operating the simulation hub, you are ready to proceed with the homework 
assignment. Note that DevRel at present interprets NBTI using atomic H diffusion in pure SiO2 
(without any Nitrogen content).  
 
A) DC Simulation: 
 
Run DevRel for simulating NBTI degradation for a PMOS device stressed at 2V, 105 0C for 
1000 sec. Other informations are given below: 
 

� Effective oxide thickness (EOT) ………16 � 
� Flatband voltage …………………… …1.0 V 
� Substrate doping …………………….3x1017 /cm3  
� poly-silicon (p+) doping ………………. 1020 /cm3.  
 
� Diffusion prefactor ………………….. 2x10-9 cm2/sec 
� Activation energy ……………………. 0.55 eV 
� Use Purdue Field dissociation model with 

o Prefactor in field-assisted dissociation …….. l 1x10-6 
o Field acceleration factor  …………………..0.55 MV-1cm-1 

 
� Measurement is ideal (delay = 0) and measurements are done at 10 steps linearly spaced 

steps between 100 and 1000 sec. 
� Lifetime projection is to be done with maximum ∆VT degradation of 20% of initial 

threshold voltage (-0.23 V) and safe operating condition for 5 year lifetime is to be 
estimated in both DC and AC (50% duty cycle) condition. 

 
The following plots  will appear as output: 
 

� Interface trap density as a function of simulation time (stress time) 
� Change in threshold voltage (∆VT) vs. measurement time 
� Diffusing species (atomic hydrogen) profile at measurement points. 
� Time Exponent vs. Stress time (What is the time exponent, how does it differ from what 

was discussed in the class ?) 
� Projection from stress condition to safe condition. (How would you prolong the lifetime 

if you needed to).  
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B) DC Simulation (with measurement delay): 
 
Run DevRel to simulate NBTI degradation using the same configuration in A, except with the 
following changes 
 

� Measurement delay is 10 sec and measurements are done at 100, 250, 450, 600 and 800 
sec. 

� Lifetime projection is to be done with maximum ∆VT degradation of 60 mV and safe 
operating condition for 5 year lifetime is to be estimated in both DC and AC (50% duty 
cycle) condition. 

 
The following plots will appear as output: 
 

� Interface trap density as a function of simulation time (stress time). Compare this plot with 
the corresponding plot in part A. How do they differ and why? 

� Change in threshold voltage (∆VT) vs. measurement time. Check if the relationship 
between interface traps and VT has been done correctly.  

� Diffusing species (atomic hydrogen) profile at measurement points. 
� Projection from stress condition to safe condition. Is the lifetime shorter or longer than 

before ? Convince yourself that you understand why.  
 
C) AC Simulation: 
 
Run DevRel for simulating NBTI degradation for a PMOS device stressed with an AC voltage (1 
Hz, 50 cycles) at -1.5V, 100 0C. Use the same parameters as in part (A). Assume that 
measurements are ideal (delay = 0) and measurements are done at 1, 3, 5, 10 sec. 
 

The following plotting will appear as output: 
 

� Interface trap density as a function of simulation time (stress time). Does the values 
correspond to the recursive relationship discussed in the class. If not, can you explain 
why? 

� Change in threshold voltage (∆VT) vs. measurement time. 
� Diffusing species (atomic hydrogen) profile at measurement points. 

 
Do the same AC simulation for  

� 10 Hz, 500 cycles. 
� 100 Hz, 1000 cycles. 

 
and check for frequency independence of NBTI as discussed in the class.   

 


